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employment income exemption

Narrowing of the foreign employment income exemption – should financial emigration be
considered?
Prior to 2001/2002 South Africa had been on a source-based system of taxation. This means that all income
which was from a source in South Africa and certain types of income which were deemed to be from a source
in South Africa were taxable in South Africa. This had the effect that income that was not from a South African
source or not deemed to be from a South African source was not subject to tax in South Africa.
As a result, section 10(1)(o) of the Income Tax Act (“Act”) granted an income tax exemption only in respect
of foreign employment income earned by officers and crew members employed on board any South African
ship if those officers and crew members were outside South Africa for more than 183 days during the year
of assessment.
Since 2001/2002 South Africa has moved to a residence-based system of taxation. This means that South
African tax residents are subject to tax on their worldwide income.
The scope of section 10(1)(o) exemption was extended to include South African residents who are outside
South Africa for the purposes of rendering services for or on behalf of their employer for a period which,
in aggregate, exceeds 183 full calendar days (including 60 continuous days) during any period of 12 months
commencing or ending during a year of assessment.
The main purpose of the section 10(1)(o)((ii) foreign employment exemption was to prevent double taxation
of the same employment income between South Africa and the foreign host country. Currently, South Africa
has concluded more than 78 Double Taxation Agreements (DTA). The main purpose of a DTA is to eliminate
double taxation of the same income by allocating taxing rights between the source state and the residence
state.
There is a lot of conflicting information in the media regarding the taxation of South Africans on their foreign
earnings and the effect of the implementation of the amendments to the tax law. Remuneration earned by
South African tax residents for services rendered abroad is exempt from South African tax if that resident
spent more than 183 full days (including a continuous period of more than 60 full days) outside South Africa
in any 12-month period during which those services were rendered (“foreign earnings exemption”).
The current section 10(1)(o)(ii) exemption was not repealed. However, a R1 million threshold was introduced,
whereby foreign remuneration earned by South Africans abroad of up to R1 million will be exempt. As a
result, all South African tax residents earning above the R1 million threshold will be subject to tax on foreign
employment income earned in respect of services rendered outside South Africa with relief from foreign
taxes paid on the income under section 6quat of the Act. South Africans working or living abroad may be
contemplating to emigrate financially to avoid having their foreign income taxed in South Africa – but this
won’t necessarily be the case.
It is important to understand the difference between becoming a non-resident for tax purposes and being a
non-resident for exchange control purposes. Taxation is payable in South Africa in three different instances:
• South African residents (for taxation purposes)
• Complies with the physical presence test
• According to a Double Taxation Agreement
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So-called financial emigration means putting one’s emigration on record with the SA Reserve Bank. However,
one may still be tax resident in South Africa. The main reason for financial emigration is to break exchange
control residence. The process for financial emigration involves application to be made to the Financial
Surveillance Department of the SA Reserve Bank with proof of the right, either by foreign passport or an
appropriate visa, to live in another country. The person must show their intent to no longer be permanently
resident in South Africa. With financial emigration, a person is strongly demonstrating the intent to have a
primary residence outside of South Africa and not to be ordinarily resident in South Africa.
A resident is defined in section 1 of the ITA as a person who is either:
• Ordinarily resident in SA (the “ordinary residence test”)
• Or who qualifies as a resident in terms of their physical presence in SA (the “days test”).
However, if a person is deemed to be exclusively a resident of one country in terms of a DTA, the DTA will
overrule the above two tests. The term “ordinarily resident” is not defined in the Act and the interpretation
given by the courts must be followed.
The court established three important principles:
The first is that a person’s ordinary residence would be the country to which he would naturally and as a
matter of course return from his wanderings. When compared to other countries in which a person may live,
a person’s ordinary residence is the person’s usual or principal residence, or the person’s real home.
The second is that one should not only consider the person’s actions during the year of assessment to
determine whether he is ordinarily resident in a particular country. The person’s mode of life outside the
year of assessment under consideration should also be considered.
The third is that physical absence during the full year of assessment is not decisive. A person could be absent
from a country for the entire year and still qualify as ordinarily resident in that country.
According to SARS, the following factors, although not exhaustive, will be considered as a guideline:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An intention to be ordinarily resident in the Republic
Most fixed and settled place of residence
Habitual abode, meaning present habits and mode of life
Place of business and personal interests of the person and his family
Employment and economic factors
Status of individual in the Republic and in other countries, meaning whether he or she is an immigrant,
work permit periods and conditions, etc.
Location of personal belongings
Nationality
Family and social relations (schools, church, sports or social clubs, etc.)
Political, cultural or other activities
Application for permanent residence or citizenship
Period abroad, purpose and nature of visits, and
Frequency of and reasons for visits.

A natural person who became ordinarily resident will be a resident from a specific date. A taxpayer immigrating
to the Republic will therefore be treated as being “ordinarily resident”’ in the Republic from the day on which
he becomes ordinarily resident in the Republic and not for the full year of assessment in which he becomes
ordinarily resident.
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This physical presence test only applies to a person who is not ordinarily resident in the Republic at any time
during the year of assessment but is physically present in the Republic for a period or periods exceeding 91
days in aggregate during the current year of assessment, and exceeding 91 days in aggregate during each of
the five years of assessment preceding the current year of assessment, and exceeding 915 days in aggregate
during the five years of assessment preceding the current year of assessment.
The following rules apply to the “physical presence test”:
• For the purposes of determining the number of days during which a person is physically present in the
Republic, a part of a day is included as a day
• A day spent in transit through the Republic is not included as a day, provided that the person does not
formally enter the Republic through a port of entry
The more than 91 days and more than 915 days’ periods of physical presence in the Republic need not
be continuous. If a person is present for several periods which in aggregate exceed 91 or 915 days, the
requirement will be met.
A person will be a resident with effect from the first day of the relevant year of assessment (that is, the sixth
year) during which all the requirements of the physical presence test are met. It is possible to be regarded
as a South African tax resident in terms of the tests under the Act, however, you may still be regarded as a
non-resident for tax purposes under the applicable DTA between South Africa and the country where you are
working or living. It is thus of utmost importance that the terms of the DTA be checked.
The section 6quat rebate is available for foreign tax paid on income from a South African source and can be
deducted from income, just like any other expense incurred in the production of income. The amount of
the deduction is the sum of any taxes on such income paid or proved to be payable by the taxpayer to the
government of any country other than South Africa. The foreign taxes are only deductible against taxable
income derived from the carrying on of any trade. No deduction of foreign taxes is therefore permitted
against passive income (for example interest).
The effect of the 6quat rebate on the newly introduced cap on the foreign earnings exemption is that, for
South African tax residents, all taxes paid abroad on income in excess of R1 million will be rebated against
the South African taxes payable on that same income. The earnings exceeding R1 million will therefore not
be taxed twice, but at the higher rate of South Africa or the foreign country.
To conclude, financial emigration is only an indication that a person is not ordinarily resident in South Africa,
and not a decisive factor. SARS takes various factors into account. Even if one is no longer ordinarily resident,
one may still be tax resident as a result of the number of days spent in South Africa, or as a result of the
applicable DTA entered into between South Africa and the country where one is working.
Non-residents for tax purposes in South Africa do not pay tax on foreign sourced income in South Africa.
The amendments to the foreign earnings exemption would therefore not be applicable to non-residents as
the foreign earnings are never taxable.
If you are tax resident in South Africa from 1 March 2020, the first R1 million of foreign earnings will be
exempt in terms of the foreign earnings exemption if you adhere to the required conditions. The amount
exceeding R1 million will be taxable in South Africa. However, relief in terms of section 6quat will be available
on the amount earned exceeding R1 million.

Prepared by CORE TAX
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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South Africa’s biggest
challenges in 2019
South Africa’s biggest challenges in 2019
As the year nears its end, the reality of a wide range of issues are inevitably beginning to settle in. February
next year will mark two years since the removal of former president Jacob Zuma, but much is still left undone
since President Cyril Ramaphosa took over. From scepticism on the land issue to unemployment and crime,
there really is a plethora of issues South Africa grapples with. Here are five key issues which need urgent
proactive attention, amongst an endless list of others:
1. Unemployment
This particular issue is widely accepted as the undoubted root of many to follow. With unemployment at an
all-time high, it comes as no surprise that crime is a major consequential issue. Some 27.5% of the population
faces despondency in the face of joblessness as of October 30, 2018. Further job slashes in a declining
economy don’t help to bring this number as low as we’d like it to be.
2. Crime
We know this all too well. Nobody is safe from the pervasive grip of crime.
From costly CCTV systems to huge “fort” walls and at least two locks, it’s evident almost everywhere that we
have gone to extensive security measures to ensure the safety of ourselves and our loved ones. But crime has
still managed to afflict almost everyone. Police haven’t allayed our fears and many now seek the protection
services rendered by private security firms. Thanks to that trend, South Africa now has one of the largest
private security industries in the world with a whopping 9000+ registered companies, 450 000 registered
active private security guards and a further 1.5 million qualified (but inactive) guards; hugely outnumbering
the available personnel of the combined South African police and army.
3. Inequality
Inequality is rife in South Africa, needless to say because it’s widely evident to every eye.
Especially income inequality. With one of the most unequal income distribution patterns in the world,
approximately 60% of South Africans earn less than R42 000 per annum, whereas 2.2% of the population
has an income exceeding R360 000 per annum. Such inequality is shocking and the gap needs to be closed
sooner than later.
4. Maladministration, inefficiency and corruption
The current South African government needs no training on how to fail a nation. Corruption has plagued
even the highest office, leaving a long trace of destruction in almost all state institutions. It has a knock-on
effect on efficiency. Public hospitals, police and even basic services are on the brink of collapse - at least for
the most part of it. That also links to maladministration which obviously means inefficiency. One can expect
to waste an entire day to get serviced at government institutions, sometimes not at all.
5. Housing
Housing is a basic right, but unfortunately it’s the issue many destitute folks face in South Africa. Estimates
indicate that the number of homeless people in South Africa is around 200 000. This whilst the housing
backlog in Gauteng alone stands high at nearly a million houses. The headlines of a man who died due to
weather conditions in July last year highlight the poor status of shelter and housing in South Africa. Despite
such an undignified death, to a large extent caused by gross failure of the government on performing its
mandate; and an outcry, countless numbers still reside on the streets with just cardboard and a worn-out
blanket as their mere cover.
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These issues certainly have gone out of control. We need decisive action from the leaders - and we cannot get
that without true, dedicated leaders. These are just five issues. There is a broader range of issues including
the state of education, healthcare and infrastructure amongst many others. The president has a lot piling on
his table since the beginning of ANC failure.
Source: https://www.news24.com/MyNews24/sas-biggest-challenges-in-2019-20190108

Prepared by CORE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Monthly Legislative Update
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Monthly Legislative Update sessions
The only constant you can rely on is that things will change! With ever-changing standards, updates to acts
and new legislation – how do we stay up to date?
We are flooded with e-mails from our representative professional bodies, newsletters, important notices,
etc. Where do you find the time to run your business and attempt to lead a well-balanced life? There are so
many demands on our time! How do you decide what is relevant and applicable? The only way to make an
informed decision is to be aware of all the changes on a monthly basis.
For a nominal amount, CORE Executrain’s Monthly Legislative Update Sessions will provide you with the
following:
• Saving of time and money! You do not have to sift through your hordes of e-mail, we do that on your
behalf. We decide which topics are most relevant and then communicate those to you in a monthly twohour webinar.
• You receive the slides and material for those topics that you want to look at in further detail at a later stage.
• You also receive a recording of the webinar, which you can use to train other staff in-house.
• As a Monthly Legislative Update subscriber you have access to our free e-mail support on any topic included
in any month’s update sessions.
• In order to accommodate our clients, we offer two sessions every month, one in the morning and one in
the afternoon, and
• By being a Monthly Legislation Update subscriber you are automatically entitled to a 25% discount on most
of ProBeta Training’s webinars and recordings.
Please note: Virtual Training pricing is not included in the Monthly Legislative Update subscriber discount
package.
Topics covered in the monthly sessions include updates on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auditing
Accounting
Company Secretarial
Taxation
Legal Updates
Labour law
Employment law updates
Other newsworthy issues
Pending new legislation in the pipeline

If you have not attended a monthly update session with ProBeta in the last 12 months please contact Sumari
Taljaard on sumarit@thecoregroup.co.za to assist you in booking free attendance at any on next month’s
Legislative Update Sessions.
Start saving time today, let CORE Executrain do the research for you!
Prepared by CORE EXECUTRAIN
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Business rescue – A fly-by overview
We are all aware of the tough economic times facing South Africa at the moment. This can lead to companies
experiencing financial difficulties and ultimately to a company becoming insolvent. Fortunately, liquidation of
a company or close corporation is not the only option when financial difficulties are encountered. The term
“business rescue” has been around for quite some time, but what does this term mean, how does a company
elect or commence these business rescue proceedings and what does the process entail?
Business rescue is a mechanism that was introduced by the Companies Act, 71 of 2008. The concept is
borrowed from other jurisdictions, for example Australia and Canada, that have similar mechanisms forming
part of their company or insolvency law.
The mechanism of business rescue is not available to all types of entities, and only companies and close
corporations can rely on these provisions. When reference is made to a company in this article, such reference
includes close corporations.
Section 128 of the Companies Act contains the definition for business rescue and in essence means the
proceedings to rehabilitate a company which is financially distressed by providing for:
• A temporary supervision of the company by a business rescue practitioner (“BRP”) (the person appointed
to take control of the company during this time and to oversee the process); and
• A temporary moratorium on legal and enforcement action against the company and the property in
possession of the company; and
• The development of a business rescue plan by the BRP to rescue the company.
Rescuing the company in this context means restructuring of the company’s affairs, business, property, debt
and other liabilities, and equity in a manner that:
• maximises the likelihood of the company continuing in existence on a solvent basis, or if this is not possible;
• will result in a better return for the company’s creditors or shareholders than what would result from the
immediate liquidation of the company.
Business rescue is therefore designed to afford a financially distressed company with some “breathing space”
to reorganise its affairs, recover debt, obtain funding, sell assets and execute other actions necessary to
rescue the business. During business rescue, the directors/members are also no longer in control of the
entity, and the BRP takes over the management and control of the entity.
The Companies Act mainly provides for two ways in which business rescue proceedings can commence,
namely:
• By way of a resolution – In this instance the board of the company passes a resolution, which resolution,
along with other documents, are filed at the CIPC. Once all the necessary documents are filed, the company
will effectively be in business rescue from such date. Notice must be taken that this option is not available
in the event where a liquidation application has already been issued against the company, and in such
instance, business rescue can only commence by way of a court order;
• By way of a court order – An employee (or union representing the employees), a shareholder or a creditor
of the company may apply to court for an order to commence business rescue proceedings. If the application
is successful, the business rescue proceedings will commence on the date upon which the court order is
made.
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After the commencement of the business rescue proceedings, all relevant information pertaining to the
company must be provided to the BRP. During the business rescue process, the BRP will have meetings with
the creditors, employees and management of the company in order to obtain input and suggestions as to
how rescuing of the business can be achieved. With this information at his disposal, the BRP must throughout
the business rescue proceedings evaluate whether a reasonable prospect exists of rescuing the company. If
the BRP is not convinced that a reasonable prospect exists to rescue the business, the business rescue will
have to be converted into liquidation.
If the BRP is convinced that a reasonable prospect exists that the business can be rescued, he will continue
to prepare a business rescue plan, which must be published to the creditors, shareholders, employees and
unions (if any). A wide variety of proposals can be made in the business rescue plan with the aim of rescuing
the company.
After the publication of the business rescue plan, a meeting of creditors will be convened where creditors
will have the opportunity to vote on the proposed plan. For the proposed plan to be approved, it must be
supported by more than 75% of the creditors (in value) who voted at the meeting. A creditor will have a
voting interest equal to his claim against the company.
If the desired support for the proposed plan is not obtained, various remedies are available including the
option that creditors vote on a suggestion to amend the current plan and then publish an amended plan, or
the court can be approached to obtain an order setting the voting aside and approving the proposed plan.
If the plan is approved, the BRP will proceed to implement the approved plan. Once the plan is implemented,
the BRP will file a notice at the CIPC for the termination of the business rescue proceedings and thereafter
the company will remain. The directors of the company are then given back control and management of the
company.
The summary provided in this article is a very simplified explanation of business rescue, with the aim to
provide a high-level overview of what is meant by the concept. Business rescue experts must be consulted
with regards to the application and the specific intricacies of business rescue.

Prepared by CORE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Your hail season survival guide

Your hail season survival guide
Summertime is historically hail season in the northern parts of South Africa. Hail stones vary vastly in diameter
– from the size of marbles to the size of golf balls. They cause millions of Rands worth of damage each year
– last year, the short-term insurer Santam paid out more than R610 million in hail and special peril-related
claims. To avoid costly hail damage, it is worth being prepared for hail season.
Santam’s Marius Neethling says, “Hail is an extremely destructive natural weather pattern. Hailstones can
measure up to 7 cm in diameter so it is easy to see why so much irreparable damage is done to vehicles and
property. Windscreens are shattered, vehicles dented, roofs damaged and house windows broken.”
The cost to repair and replace vehicles varies according to the severity of the storm and whether the damage
could be repaired paint-less or not. Not only are the costs crippling, but the repair process can take months,
depending on the availability of car parts and the capacity of approved motor body repairers.
Statistics show an average of six to eight hail days each year in parts of Gauteng and Lesotho, the Eastern
Free State, KwaZulu-Natal and Mpumalanga. So, how can South Africans living in these parts of the country
prepare for the inevitable fall-out of these storms? Neethling offers some tips to help the Northerners be
adequately prepared for hail storms:
If you are on the road or vehicle is parked:
• Drive slowly – slower driving minimises the damage of hail and combats slippery roads.
• Locate a safe, covered area immediately or pull over under an overpass, provided it is safe to do so.
• Undercover parking at malls and petrol stations are good temporary solutions to protecting your car during
a hail storm.
• Stay inside the vehicle. Large hail stones pose genuine injury threat.
• Keep fleecy blankets in your boot so you can cover your car to minimise the impact of hail.
• Take careful note of the extent of the damage to your car, look for damage to all glass items including side
mirrors, tail lights and head lights. Taking pictures may be useful when it comes to claims time.
• If you are affected by hail, immediately report the incident to your insurer.
When you are at home:
• Keep your gutters clean. It is important to clear gutters of leaves, twigs and any other debris regularly. Hail
takes a while to melt and an overflowing gutter could lead to a leaking roof and further damage. Hail
buildup is also heavy so make sure that the guttering is sound and in good order.
• Trimming trees close to your house helps get rid of branches that can cause severe damage during a storm.
• Keep your blinds down. Make sure you close all curtains, blinds or shutters to prevent broken window glass
and hailstones from entering your home and injuring you or your family.
• Park your car in the garage or in a sheltered undercover area.
• Ensure that you are adequately covered against hail damage in your insurance policy so that you have
cover when you need it.
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“Now is not the time to compromise on your insurance cover – it is very important to know exactly what you
are covered for and for what amount. Consumers should make sure their policies are up to date, and take
a note of the insurer’s available emergency services. Choose an insurer that assists you in protecting your
assets in severe weather situations by sending out weather alerts,” concludes Neethling.
Source:
https://www.fanews.co.za/article/short-term-insurance/15/general/1217/your-hail-season-survivalguide/27947

Prepared by CORE SHORT-TERM
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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Why Share of Pixels should
become your Standard Operating
Procedure
Why Share of Pixels should become your Standard Operating Procedure
Having a standard operating procedure for various aspects of your business is more or less standard practice
- doing things in a specific way in order to achieve specific results or to maintain a specific standard. Having
a business strategy, or action plan, has been a standard operating procedure for decades. Of course, as times
change and new developments enter the business arena, this strategy is adapted accordingly.
A relative recent aspect of business strategy is brand management. The idea of a brand has evolved from
having a basic logo to understanding that your brand is every single aspect that your business is involved in;
every single component that fits into your company and that creates the overall impression or experience
that consumers have of your business. A brand is not just a logo or a website or a colour scheme. Everything
that you do – whether words or deeds – are either contributing to or detracting from your business.
A brand strategy is therefore a crucial element of the company’s overall brand communication plan. To develop
an effective brand strategy, it is important to keep in mind the three basic principles of brand positioning:
• Branding is always an internal exercise: You must have the buy-in of all internal stakeholders into the
company’s value system and messaging. Everyone must have a complete understanding of the product or
service offering. Branding requires an emotional investment from staff.
• A perception is created through the visual identity of your brand: Images communicate stories. Visual
imagery is therefore a very important aspect that contributes to the first impression that a potential client
forms about your business.
• We use a brand to project who we want to be: All forms of communication within a business context tell
the world about who we want to be or what results we want to achieve.
Technological developments, specifically in terms of digital communication, have made it possible for a
company to increase its digital footprint across the world. Your business is no longer local or regional or
national, nor is your marketing strategy focused on reaching your local, regional or national audience via a
combination of communication channels, including radio, billboards, print and digital.
In fact, the digital strategy has grown to usurp all other channels, resulting in a completely new way to think
about a digital strategy. As the (completely new) saying goes, “There is no digital strategy anymore. There is
just a strategy in a digital world.”
All of this revolves around what Google termed the Zero Moment of Truth, or ZMOT. This refers to the
point in the buying cycle where a consumer reaches a product prior to purchase. This is the point where a
consumer first comes into contact with you, your brand, your product or services. The ZMOT plays a pivotal
role in a consumer’s decision-making process. If your “story” is not clear – who you are and why you do what
you do – the consumer will simply move on to your competitor. It is at the ZMOT that your brand becomes
your most powerful tool, or your Achilles heel.
While the value of a strategy in the digital world is clear, implementing and managing it in the virtual
cacophony of the digital world can be quite challenging. How do you communicate in a clear voice in a loud
enough manner to achieve optimum results? Share of Voice is advertising concept that refers to the measure
of the market you own compared to your competitors. Managing Share of Voice, and increasing it is crucial
to increasing your marketing share.
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Given the intricacies involved in implementing a strategy in the digital world, CORE Brand Management has
developed a service based on Share of Voice, namely Share of Pixels, or SOP. Pixels are the smallest elements
of a picture represented on a screen. In essence, pixels are the building blocks of the digital world – a small
electronic square that makes up any digital image. The more pixels, the clearer the picture.
Share of Pixels is a strategy to grow and manage your digital footprint. It relates to how easy or difficult it is
to find information about your business online and, more crucially, what story this information tells about
your business. Knowing how to increase and manage SOP has become a vital element of brand positioning. It
requires knowledge about which tools to have in place to optimise an organisation’s communication strategy,
to generate leads, to talk to clients, to utilise the ZMOT so that current and future clients are directed towards
your business. In terms of SOP, too few pixels will lead to messages that lack clarity. For example, Facebook,
Google and Instagram use algorithms to influence how users make use of these platforms to communicate.
Algorithms change constantly, which make users vulnerable in reaching clients and in turn make it difficult to
optimise Share of Pixels. Understanding these complex aspects and using them to your advantages is a key
skill as part of Share of Pixels.
CORE Brand Management’s SOP service is focused on assisting businesses to optimise their marketing strategy
in a digital world. Understanding and using Share of Pixels is based on three aspects.
Social media
Using social media as a communication channel requires you to understand how these platforms operate.
What are optimal intervals of posting? How do you boost your likes, and how do these likes relate to
interaction? How do you achieve active engagement? The role of social media is to create awareness. Likes
must be organic, posts must create a call to action and then, crucially, consumers must be able to reach
you in the simplest and easiest way possible. While social media is an excellent channel for communication
there are limitations and parameters that influence how a platform can be used effectively. If you do not
understand these then your SOP will not be effective, and your message will be diluted. Too few pixels lead
to a blurry image.
Website development
Another aspect of Share of Pixels is the optimal use of your website, including using Search Engine Optimisation
(SEO) effectively and understanding services such as Google Adwords. An ineffective website can decrease
your Share of Pixels. Successful SOP in terms of website development include that the site is optimised for
various devices, that the tone of voice (your “brand story”) through the copywriting communicates with
clarity and that lead generation is attended to.
CORE Brand Management provides access to a CRM programme (customer relations management software)
that manages leads. Every click or like links back to the CRM, which manages incoming leads and allows you
more focused communication with existing and prospective clients.
The Share of Pixels service offered by CORE Brand Management is a digital system and strategy for increasing
your digital footprint and managing the inputs received from the strategy to ensure that it translates into
sales. It also provides you with a complete online history of your communication with each client, which
eases the burden on succession planning and the optimal use of human resources.
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Analytics
The third aspect that forms part of Share of Pixels is analytics. Having access to data relating to consumers’
online behaviour allows for better planning and better decision-making. Access to analytics provides you
with the feedback that is necessary to evaluate your communication and to adapt accordingly.
In the end, any strategy is about achieving results. Share of Pixels provides you with a comprehensive strategy
to monitor and manage your brand in the digital world to achieve the desired results. Contact CORE Brand
Management for more information about the Share of Pixels service and let SOP become your SOP in the
digital world.
For a podcast on Share of Pixels, follow this link: https://thecoregroup.bitrix24.com/~iJtOC

Prepared by CORE BRAND MANAGEMENT
For more information, contact 051-448 8188
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The unexpected benefits of
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work
The unexpected benefits of pursuing a passion outside of work
It seems like we are constantly told to pursue work that we are passionate about. Be it in South Africa, the
USA or Europe, this advice follows people from school and into their careers. As billionaire investor Ray Dalio
advises in his book Principles, “Make your passion and your work the same thing.” Doing so is said to be the
path to success.
This is perhaps why a recent study found that millennials and Gen Z’s rank achieving their career passion as
their highest priority — above making money or even getting married. Finding a fulfilling job was deemed
nearly three times more important than having a family by the teenage respondents.
But let us be realistic for a few seconds: For many people, this simply is not feasible. Especially in South
Africa where we have limited career opportunities and a high unemployment rate. Not every job affords the
possibility of pursuing a passion. Most people care deeply about many different things — not all of which will
be how they want to earn a living.
A growing body of research suggests that pursuing your passion does indeed improve your well-being, but
that where you do it is far less critical. In fact, several studies show that doing something you are passionate
about outside of work, rather than in it, benefits both your career and your personal life.
Why we should pursue passion outside of work
While pursuing passion at work is known to increase work engagement and job performance, it’s both
unrealistic and risky to rely on work as the only means through which to do so. Some jobs don’t allow
employees to focus on their interests, and the jobs that do aren’t always financially viable. In some regards,
following and finding passion at work could be seen as a luxury for the privileged few — those who can afford
to choose exactly the right professions.
Tying work to what you are passionate about can also be harmful over the long-term. When you stake
your whole self-worth on your job, you become less resilient to adverse events, such as layoffs or negative
performance reviews. It can also make it harder to switch off after working hours and get the respite necessary
to regain energy for the next day.
It can also deprive you of the many benefits that come with engaging in outside activities and hobbies —
for example, stress reduction, higher energy, and increased levels of creativity, all of which may boost work
engagement and retention. One recent study even showed that people accrued greater benefits when their
personal passions and their actual work were very different.
Lessons for employees and managers
Employees should rethink their pursuit of passion, remembering that they can do it at work or outside of it.
Managers should also help their employees in this goal. One way to pursue your passion outside of work is
to build on the lessons of “job crafting”, the notion that employees can find ways to make their roles more
closely reflect what they care about, by, for example, changing their tasks or work partners. You can also craft
your job to allow for more time for non-work passions. For instance, if you have some level of autonomy over
your hours, you could start your day early to make more time in the evening for cultivating other interests.
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These extracurricular activities can be a way to develop new skills, meet new people and communities, or
decompress. How do you find the right ones for you? First, ask yourself what you care about and then
evaluate whether you find or do it at work. If you have a passion — or even just an interest — that you
haven’t been able to pursue, that can be one starting point. Outside of work, you have the freedom to try
new things out, so experiment. Remember, too, that passions can wax and wane over time, and so it’s okay to
stop one activity and pick up another. It often helps to find other people who care deeply about what you’re
trying so you get pulled into their passion orbit and find a sense of community.
Managers play a crucial role in helping employees achieve all of this. Although people might want to take up a
new hobby or class or participate in a club, it’s often hard to do so when work hours are long or unpredictable
work and bosses expect complete dedication to the job. So leaders must step in to encourage and support
workers — by scheduling more predictable time off (i.e., allowing employees to choose time protected from
potential work requests), offering volunteer or extracurricular programmes, or simply encouraging people to
think about what gets them excited.
Pursuing your passion offers a host of benefits, but only a privileged few can do this on the job. More of us
should instead look for personal activities that are tied to what we care about. When we do, we will lead full
lives and also bring our best selves to work.
Amended article written by Jon M. Jachimowicz, Joyce He and Julián Arango
https://hbr.org/2019/11/the-unexpected-benefits-of-pursuing-a-passion-outside-of-work?utm_
campaign=hbr&utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter
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